Abstract. Concept-based representation -combined with some classifier (e.g., support vector machine) or regression analysis (e.g., linear regression) -induces a popular approach among image processing community, used to infer image labels. We propose a supervised learning procedure to obtain an embedding to a latent concept space with the pre-defined inner product. This learning procedure uses rank minimization of the sought inner product matrix, defined in the original concept space, to find an embedding to a new low dimensional space. The empirical evidence show that the proposed supervised learning method can be used in combination with another computational image embedding procedure, such as bag-of-features method, to significantly improve accuracy of label inference, while producing embedding of low complexity.
Introduction
Inferring label information from image data has a wide range of applications in computer vision and image processing. A common approach to tackle this problem is to first build a descriptor for every image, for instance bag-of-features (BOF) histogram, followed by the label inference formulated as classification or regression analysis problem. Computationally, this process is congruent to embedding of every image to multidimensional vector space. The vector space defined by the embedding is sometimes referred to as the concept space, and the embedding itself is said to give rise to conceptbased representation of the data.
Concept-based representation is a popular approach in information retrieval community. The representation describes an item -e.g., text document, image, etcusing sparse vectors of concepts. Construction of the item's concept-based representation can be viewed as category labeling procedure, and corresponding concept set as collection of categories. Furthermore, weights associated with every concept relates information content of the item with the concept's category. Intuitively, two related items should receive similar category labels and formally, relatedness between two items is computed with cosine similarity (i.e., cosine of the angle between two vectors) in the concept space. Naturally, it may be desirable to control concept weights to suit specific category labeling task. We refer to this process as computing context for concept-based representation. The context controls which concepts are promoted during construction of the item's concept-based representation.
In this paper, we propose supervised learning procedure that finds an embedding to concept space with the inner product operator tuned for the specific label inference task. Our procedure can be used in conjunction with another label inference method to improve its accuracy. Among all possible concept spaces that can describe a training set, the proposed method estimates the one of lowest dimensionality. The labels from the training data are used to construct "ground truth" similarity matrix, which in turn will be used to compute the inner product operator that defines the embedding. Our method requires concept-based representation for the input data. Hence, it can be applied to any popular unsupervised image embedding procedure used for label inference. The proposed supervised learning framework is applied to the concept space obtained with a variant of unsupervised embedding, the so-called bag-of-features representation. We show that significant improvements in accuracy of label inference is achieved over the original embedding, when supervised learning is used. In addition, the dimensionality of the new concept space is much lower than the original.
Classical examples of linear concept space embedding include Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based methods, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [13] and Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [6] . LSI finds orthogonal loading vectors that minimizes the reconstruction error of the matrix of interest. These methods have been very successful in pattern recognition and information retrieval. In recent years, different criteria or constraints have been proposed to address specific needs. For instance, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) enforces statistical independence of loading vectors, and sparse coding (SC) promotes sparse components. These methods are unsupervised and consequently independent of the classification task. This can result in unnecessary information loss in the feature extraction stage. Therefore, a large effort has been put into generating the loading vectors directly from the targeted task, using supervised learning. A well known example is supervised metric distance learning [16] . Recently, applications of such methods were reported on large scale problems like information retrieval [1] and image annotations [17] . These supervised methods usually achieve better performance when training labels are available.
A common problem to concept-based representation is selecting the dimensionality of the concept space (i.e., the correct number of concepts). The dimensionality can affect performance of computational tasks in that concept space. Hence, it is usually desirable to find a concept space of low dimensionality. Most methods that achieve this require expensive validation or experience, which might not be available. Components can be ranked in methods like PCA or LSI, but this ranking is not necessarily optimal for the targeted task. Rank Minimization (RM) [10] on the other hand, when combined with the optimization for the supervised embedding, can estimate the optimal dimensionality for the specific label inference task.
In this paper we use supervised learning with RM to obtain concept space embedding tuned for the specific label inference task. We show that our method can significantly improve accuracy of a label inference procedure that uses concept-based representation of images. We experiment with several label inference tasks relating images with meat spoilage, defined on a set of hyper-spectral images of minced meat. The improved accuracy is demonstrated on meat spoilage measured as bacterial count (re-gression analysis) and sensor panel assessment (classification). In addition only few features are selected, which is highly relevant for interpretation of the obtained result.
Related work
Using embedding into concept spaces has a long history in information retrieval. The first and perhaps most well-known method is Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [6] . LSI applies SVD on term-document matrix, and simultaneously computes loading and document embedding vectors. Unseen documents can be represented in the concept space by projecting to the loading factors. LSI create an index structure for the documents using concepts instead of "terms", thus can match documents with "synonyms", which was absent in term-based indexing models. LSI is considered the pioneering work that inspired methods such as probabilistic LSI (pLSI) [11] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in a probabilistic framework [2] . There are also alternative methods for generating concepts directly from labeled data. Such approaches have been applied to conceptual embedding and learning in a variety of information retrieval tasks such as link prediction, cross-lingual retrieval, and image annotations [1, 17] . Despite their success these methods suffer from lack of clear strategy for setting the dimensionality of embedding space.
Concept space embedding has also been successfully used in pattern recognition: e.g., simple clustering approach to obtain BOF [5, 15] for images or video. Compared to raw feature matching used in early work [12, 14] , the BOF represents an image as a histogram of "visual words", giving rise to image embedding to a vector space where retrieval or classification can take place.
Furthermore, observe that RM is a generalization of sparse representation for matrices. Various pursuit methods for minimizing the L 0 norm attain remarkable results within problems such as image denoising, compression, inpainting and upscaling [4, 9] . In addition, RM methods have found a number of successful applications for problems such as visual tracking [8] and video inpainting [7] .
Method
Assume, we are given a set of Q training items
can be a raw feature or a concept, which can be viewed as an extracted feature. LetS ∈ R Q×Q denote the "Ground-truth Similarity matrix (GSM)" of D. That is,S i,j is assigned with "ground truth" similarity for the corresponding items d i and d j . The GSM can be generated in different ways from labeled data, or from unsupervised learning, depending on the task of interest. For example, in classification tasks, we can havẽ S i,j = 1 items i and j in same category, −1 otherwise.
In inferring continuous measurement values, we can have element
where c i and c j are measurement values for items i and j, respectively; R = r 1 − r 2 and r 1 and r 2 are maximum and minimum values of the measurement.
We then define "Contextualized Similarity Matrix"(CSM) S = D W D, where W is what we call "Context Matrix". Every element S ij = d i W d j describes the "Contextualized Similarity" between sample d i and d j . The formulation of contextualized similarity was used in [1] for the problem of text retrieval. Intuitively speaking, the element W ij models the relevance of the i-th element of d 1 and j-th element of d 2 . Note that the CSM S is not necessarily D T D, in which W = I and no learning is required. In this paper, we try to find the optimal context matrix W that minimizes the reconstruction error: S −S . From a supervised learning point of view, the W will catch the essential information that best describes our target task.
We observe that W should be a symmetric matrix, so the similarity within the context maintains the commutative property. Moreover, W will be diagonally dominant matrix, since each item should be ranked most similar to itself. As a result, we obtain that W is a positive semi-definite matrix, so it defines an inner product in concept space. In addition, W gives rise to new concept space embedding. Indeed, since W is positive semi-definite, we obtain W = P T P where P ∈ R r×M and r = rank(W ). Matrix P transforms any item d ∈ R M defined in the original concept space, to the new concept space P d ∈ R r . Among all possible solutions W to the norm minimization, selecting the one with minimum rank, describes the new concept space with the least number of concepts. Clearly, if we minimize the rank of W so that r < M , we also obtain a lowerdimensional embedding of the original concept space. It should also be noted that rank minimization can be considered a generalization of vector sparsity for matrices [10] . Indeed, minimizing a rank of a diagonal matrix is equivalent to minimizing number of non-zero elements of the diagonal vector.
The problem of learning minimum rank context embedding W for the given set of training items D can be formulated as optimization problem (1):
Here, γ is regularization parameter. In general, optimizations with rank(.) can not be solved directly. However, Fazel et al. [10] showed that approximate solution to (1) can be obtained by replacing rank(W ) objective by its smooth surrogate function log det(W + δI). This results in the following iterative method for approximating rank(W ):
where C is a set of optimization constraints from (1). Computing each iteration of W k+1 requires solving a semi-definite program (SDP), and its initial estimate W 0 can be obtained with another SDP: e.g., replacing rank(W ) objective with Trace(W ) (the socalled trace heuristic). Empirical evidence in [10] suggests that log det heuristic produces better approximations of rank(W ) (i.e., lower rank solutions can be found) than trace heuristic. Our procedure, detailed in Algorithm 1, uses D T W D −S objective to find W 0 followed by few iterations of (2). The value for parameter γ was empirically chosen to ensure the rank is not optimized at the expense of the norm D T W D −S minimization. Parameter β ensures the low rank solution W results in the norm value very close to the minimum.
Algorithm 1 Minimum Rank Context Embedding
Input:
{di}, set of training items D ∈ R M ×Q , concept based representation for di arranged in columns
Output: P , minimum rank embedding for learned context W γ = 0.0001 β = 1 + 10
Due to high complexity of SDP solvers, the size of problems that can be handled is very limited. On the other hand, a large number of concepts Q is needed to describe even moderately sized datasets (e.g., tens to hundreds of thousands). Hence, handling optimizations of that size by Algorithm 1 is impractical. We employ Latent Semantic Indexing [6] (LSI), a well known dimensionality reduction technique that is widely used in information retrieval community for efficient document indexing and retrieval. For the given set of training items {d i } and their concept-based descriptors arranged in columns of D, SVD of D = U ΣV T is computed using SlepC library 1 . Matrix Σ −1 l U T forms an embedding for every concept-based item descriptor in l-dimensional space, where Σ l is a matrix formed with l most significant singular values of D. ComputingD = Σ −1 l U T D yields low dimensional (e.g., 15 ≤ l ≤ 100) representation of training items, and matrixD is passed to Algorithm 1 for learning minimum rank context embedding. Alternatively, one may choose to use first-order method described in [18] and [19] to approximate optimization (1) using convex relaxation. Each iteration of their method requires only a SVD, that can handle large matrices (on the order of hundreds of million non-zero entries) using efficient libraries such as Slepc. Using such an approximation to (1) in Algorithm 1 will enable learning context embedding for larger datasets de-scribed in higher dimensional concept spaces. As a result, no dimensionality reduction such as LSI or PCA will be required.
The primary objective of this work was to empirically validate the viability of the proposed framework, described in Algorithm 1, to improve the accuracy of label inference and reduce dimensionality of concept space. The results of our empirical validations are presented in Section 4. Having obtained initial validation for the minimum rank context embedding framework, the most prominent direction of our future work is re-formulating optimization (1) so a first order approximation method can be used instead of SDP.
Experiments
Non-destructive methods for food inspection is important in industrial manufacturing, and image processing can be one way of measuring such quality parameters. We present results for label inference experiments on multi-spectral images of minced meat with ground truth labels for storage degradation. The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describes dataset of meat images used in our empirical validations. Algorithm 1 assumes the input data is represented in concept space. Hence, Section 4.2 presents a variant of popular BOF-based image representation used to embed images to a concept space. Finally, results of label inference experiments performed in both concept spaces, can be found in Section 4.3.
Data
Our multi-spectral images are acquired from device called VideometerLab 2 , which employs wavelength specific LED illumination placed in an integrating sphere, see Figure  1 . Hereby the meat sample is illuminated by narrow spectral bands of diffuse light spanning the spectrum at 18 wavelengths from 405 -970 nm. An image is acquired from each spectral band using a normal CCD camera. The resolution of the sample images is 1280 × 960 pixels. The minced meat samples have been stored at different temperature and under different package conditions, and the spoilage has been assessed with six bacteria count methods and a sensory panel assessment into three categories -fresh (F), semi-fresh (SF), and spoiled (S). Figure 1 shows an example of the image data, and Table 4 .1 gives an overview of the measured parameters.
Explicit Unsupervised Feature Extraction
The proposed concept-based representation for images treats each image as a collection of terms; i.e., pre-defined descriptors for extracted image features. Given a set of images, we construct their concept-based representation as follows. First, a subset of images is randomly selected and all of their terms are recorded as concepts. Then, the remaining images are interpreted in terms of these concepts. Every term associated with an image votes for k nearest concepts that are identified using approximate nearest • C. Note the black spots of bacteria growth on the bottom sample. Color images are made from three spectral band (R -630nm, G -525nm, and B -450nm). Table 1 . Data parameters. Bacteria is measured by blending the meat sample and placing it on an agar medium and counting the number of bacteria colonies after an incubation period.
Storage
AIR (normal atmosphere) MAP (modified atmosphere)
Storage time 0 -590 hours Incubation methods for bacteria count PCA (Plate Count Agar -30
• C for 48 hours) PAB (Pseudomonas Agar Base -30
• C for 48 -72 hours) STAA (Streptomycin Thallous Acetate-Actidione Agar -25
• C for 72 hours) RBC (Rose Bengal Chloramphenicol Agar -25
• C for 72 hours) VRBGA (Violet Red Bile Glucose Agar -37
• C for 18 -24 hours) MRS (Man-Rogosa-Sharp medium -30
• C for 48 hours)
Acidity measurement pH Sensory panel F -fresh SF -semi-fresh S -spoiled neighbor data structure. A histogram bin, associated with every concept, accumulates weights received from each term. The weight χ(t, q) between term t and concept q is computed using
where t − q is Euclidean distance between term t and concept q. Once all terms are processed, histogram bins are normalized to form concept-based descriptor for the image. Formal overview of this procedure is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Concept-based Image Interpretor
qi ∈ Q, concepts terms tj ∈ I, image terms k, nearest neighbor parameter
# normalize concept-based image descriptor return d Note that the aforementioned method is a variant of well-known bag-of-features representation. However, it does not perform any clustering or other feature quantiza-tion when concepts are created. In the spirit of recent empirical evidence presented by Boiman et al. [3] , we decided against feature quantization.
Images of minced meat samples contain intensities in 18 spectral bands. Image features that are used as terms in the proposed concept-based representation are defined as follows. The proposed image feature descriptor combines histograms of intensity changes in neighboring spectral bands. Each feature descriptor is constructed for a rectangular image window. For every band b i , we compute the difference of intensity values with the two neighboring bands b i−1 and b i+1 . Then, each pixel in band b i is characterized with the angle formed by the two corresponding changes in intensities. A normalized orientation histogram is computed for each of the 16 bands (two extrema bands are not used), and the orientation histograms are concatenated to form a feature descriptor for the rectangular window. We use 9 orientation bins, which results in 9×16 = 144 dimensional feature descriptors. Image features are computed for 17 × 17 pixel windows, sampled every 11 pixels.
We extract image features for regions that depict minced meat only, while ignoring regions that depict plate or table. Mask for minced meat region is computed for every sample image. The mask is constructed by training a foreground-background classifier from one hand-labeled image. From the training image a random subset of pixels was selected and clustered to 30 clusters using k-means algorithm. Each cluster was labeled foreground or background, depending on the majority of the labels of the pixels in the cluster. For an unknown image the nearest cluster center was found, using Euclidean distance, and the pixel was labeled with the label of the cluster. Finally, morphological opening and closing was applied to smooth the result, using 11 pixels squared structuring element. Only features residing entirely within the meat region are selected as terms for the sample. Please refer to Figure 2 for the illustration of a minced meat region mask.
We now present findings for label inference experiments using the aforementioned concept-based representation for meat samples. We measure accuracy of SVM classifier and linear regression, trained in concept space computed with Algorithm 2. We then use Algorithm 1 to obtain embedding to new concept space, and compare label inference performance in the new space with the original.
Label Inference Results
We collected a total of 141 pork meat samples. In all of the experiments, 10 meat samples were randomly selected as terms, while 30 samples were used for training, and the rest of the samples were used for testing. Every experiment was repeated 100 times and average prediction accuracy (or error) was recorded. We retained 15 most significant singular values in LSI procedure and used them in the construction of matrixD, that is then passed to Algorithm 1. Inferring sensory panel scores is a classification problem, since only three labels (fresh, semi-fresh and spoiled) are available. However, predicting bacteria count values for the meat samples requires regression analysis, since the bacteria count values are continuous. We used LibSVM tool 3 for both classification and regression problems: SVM classifier with linear kernel and parameter C = 32, and linear regression with parameters C = 32 and = 0.1 (used in loss function).
For inference of sensory panel score, the average classification accuracy for unsupervised embedding (Algorithm 2) was 69.2%, while for supervised embedding with RM (Algorithm 2 followed by 1) average accuracy was 73.6%. In addition, supervised embedding always resulted in two-or three-dimensional concept spaces, while the dimensionality of the original concept space obtained with unsupervised BOF-based embedding was 15.
The average mean squared error for predicting six various bacteria count measurements can be found in Table 4 .3. In addition to significant improvement in accuracy, the dimensionality of the concept space, obtained with the supervised embedding procedure, was always between two and five. 
Conclusion
We presented a supervised learning procedure to compute embedding in concept space, where inner product operator is tuned for specific task. We show that the proposed framework can significantly improve label inference performance of prior art methods that rely on concept-based representation. However, current formulation of the procedure (i.e. Algorithm 1) requires solving several SDP's, which significantly limits the complexity of the problems that can be tackled. Our imminent goals for future work is to introduce first-order approximation method for (1). Another promising direction for future work is introduction of novel image features used as terms in Algorithm 2 that can improve label inference on the meat dataset.
